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INTRODUCTION

The scientifìc purpose of speech databases is
essentìally two-fold: (l) to provide the raw-
material for invesligative speech research, and (2)
to provide the reference-material for sinulative
speech lesearch.

Ideally, the same speech database serves both
purposes simultaneously. In addition to thal, it
should also pernlit systemâtic comparisolr and
exchange of speech data and analysis paraneters
between different databanks both nationally and
internâlionally. To acheive these purposes, three
basic requirements have to be fulfilled:
Standardization at all levels of data collection,
registr¡ìõn, sampling and quantizat¡on, analysis,
transcription, statistical and linguistic evaluation,
database nanagement. etc.
Integration of signal processing. analysis, and
synthesis routines on lhe one hand. and between
different levels of acoustical. statistical ând
linguistic analysis and evaluation on the other.
Adaptability, i.e. tlre speech material once
collected and analysed lo study one aspect of
speech comnìunication (e.g. the phonetic
clìaracteristics of certain speech sounds) should
also be accessible for research on diffelent
aspects (e.g. long-time spectral properties), at

different levels (e.g. prosodic variations), over
different domains (e.g. complete texts), and from
different points of view (i.e. auditory evaluâtion).

There is wide agreement in the speech research
community on tlÌese points, as expressed lately
during the databank meetings at the European
Conference on Speech Technology (held in
Edintrurgh. September I 987). the Swetlish
Phonetics Corference (held in Uppsala, October
1987) and the Meeting of the Association for
Computers and Humanities on Text Encoding
Practices (held in New York, November 1987).
Efforts in the direction of standardization,
integration and adaptability have lately been
reported among others in Itahashi It], Ladefoged

[z]. and Pérennou [:].

APPLICATIONS

There are several applications of speech research
tlrât can share and use a large speech material.
Fol speech coding it is impoltant to have access

to a variety of speakers and speaking conditions
in order to evaluate the performance of a speech

coder. In addition, modern speech coding is often
based on large code-books, for instance for
LPc-vectors. These code-books require very
large training sets involving many speakers for
adequate training. Essentially, the same
code-books can be used in speech recognition for
a raw classifìcation of speech segments. ln this
case, tlìe code-book represents the knowledge
built into the recognizer regarding the mapping
from phonetics to real signals. The purpose of
the codc-book is to split the signal space into
subspâces that can be phonetically labelled. The
validity of such a partitioninS of the signal space,
obviously, depends on the amount, and the
quality, of the speech data available during
training. Future development in both these areas
is expected to strongly rely on the development of
well trained and well balanced code-books, For
speech recognition and synthesis it is vital to have
a data-base for collecting information regarding,
for instance, diphone data or intonation patterns.
The speech material must, for these purposes, be
carefully analysed and lal¡elled from a linguistic,
phonetic and prosodic point of view.

The CTH-SPEECH DATABASE

Our paper describes the approach tâken at
Chalmers University of Technology (Department
of Information Theory) in building up an inte-
grated multilevel sp€ech database for the purpose
of speech research (analysis and synthesis) and
the developnìent of speech coding techniques.

Giv€n the research goals at our department, our
material comprises today isolated speech sounds
(phones ând diphones) as well as short unrelâted
sentences ând coherent texts. f)atâ collection is.
to start with. reslricled lo Suctlish tttrlttirl ttrtrl

read speech. Registrâtion of the speech santples
was carried oul under optimal conditions (sound

insulated, unechoic studio) at the department of
applied acoustics (CTH), using digital recording
equipment (SONY PCM- 1). Speakers were
chosen in an attenpt to minimize possible diâ-
lectal differences (Rikssvenska) and to represent a
high standard of professionality in oral reading
skills (radio journalists, experienced public
speakers). The SAP signal analysis t'outines [4]
are used for LPC, pitclt estimation, inverse
fìltering, etc. Transcription of the entire malerial
is performed interactively in 16 msec frames and
comprises narrow phonetic lranscription at the

acouslical level (i.e. narking not only allophonic
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variation, but even different phases in the
production of various speech sounds) together
with prosodic (âccentuat¡on, inlonation ulrits),
sentence linguistic (constituent structure,
parts-of-speech, frequency ralings) and textual
analysìs (text attribution, pâuse, breathing
patlerils. boundary phenomena).

THE PHONETIC LABELLING

All phonetic labelling is perforned nranually.
Several automatic and semi-automatic methods
have lreen considered and evaluated. With the
aim of high reliability in the transcriptiorìs in
nrind there were no doubts after tlìe evaluation
that manual classifìcation is preferable.

Labelling is nâde in a sound segment donrain. A
sound segment is defined as an event in lhe
acoustic signal. A continuant allophone consists
of one sound segnìenl. A glide has two sound
segments. Stops have 4-.5 sound segments. The
sound segmenls have been chosen to ensure a

close correspondence to the allophonic domain.
The labelling distinguishes 52 allophones. silence
included. The vowel labels are, following Elert's
notation for Swedish: [o:], [a], Ie:1, te], Ia],
[í;], tll, [¿¡:], [r¡], [u:], [e]. ty'1, IY],
lo;1, ¡rt, [€:], [€], [æ:], [æ], Lø;1, ¡rt,
[úe:] ând [æ]. The consonants considered are

tbl, tdl, tdl, tfl, tsl, thl, til, Ikl, tk'1, tll,
ft1. tml, tnl, tn1, [pnl. [p]. trl, t4l, fs1,
tpl. t/1. Ir']. Irl, tfl, tç1, lv]. Finally there
is silence [l ], as a technical member of the
allophone family.

Each of the 120 sound segment labels used is a
part of a careful pronunciation of one of the 52
allophones. Labels are written in technical
notation to faciliate computer handling of labels.
The long vowel [í:] lìas the corresponding sound
segment labels Ill and Il2. Ill is continuant,
whereas Il2 corresponds to the fìnal part in the

lijl pronunciation of /i:/. The stop [pñ] has four
colresponding sound segments, with labels Pll,
Pl2, PI3 and Pl4. Here, Pl2 denotes oclusion,
P13 the burst and Pl4 the aspiration.

The principle of using sound segnlents for the
manual transcription allows considerable
freedom. The method as such does rìot assume or
inply that all realizations of a particular
allophone use the sanre segments. In the actual
labelling, tlìe voice-bar of a [b], i.e. Bl2 can be
omitted wlìenever needed to take one example.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

The standard processing done on all rnaterial is

LPC-analysis and pitch extraction. Whenever
needed, several othef interactive analysis tools are
available, such as spectral analysis of single
frames or spectrograms of several seconds of
speech. For close examination of the glottal

excitation, there is an accurale and autonìatic
inverse fìltering routine.

LPC-analysis is performed using 48 nts
Hamnring windowed segmenls at an update rate
of l6 rns. Adaplive pre-emphasis is employed.
The auto-correlatior âpproach to LPC is used.
This is a fast and robust nlethod that has alnrost
tìo problenìs allached. The resul{ of the
LÞC-analvsis is a l0trì-order LPC-filter. The
coefficienis of the filter can be converted to the
fornlant domain if formant estimates are required
for the nranual labelling.

Considerable effort has been spent on selecting
an accurate and robust pitch extractor for the
pitch analysis, Several differcnt schemes have
been evaluated including time donìain methods
such as the Gold-Rabiner algorithm, auto-
correlation domain methods such as the
SlFT-algoÌithlìr as well as cepstral methods. All
methods tested have proven to generate errors,
typically 95-99 7. of the frames are correctly
handled. Among the prominent problems âre
incorrect voicing decisions and pitch donbling.
For fenrale voices some methods occâsionally give
p¡tch estimates tlìat ale one octave below the true
values. Some methods, such as the Gold-Rabiner
algorithn, are nore noisy in tlte sense lhat pitch
estimâtes have low precision whereas aulo-
correlation methods can rneasure pitch with an
accuracy much better than 0.5 Hz.

The final choice for the pitch extractor is an
extended and inrproved version of the SIFT-
algorithm. The original SIFT approach decinates
the speech signal in order to decrease the
computational burden. As an artefact, accuracy is
lost in the pitch values. The basic SIFT
procedure was augnìented with a final analysis on
the non-decimâted speech signal in a vinicig of
the prelininary pitch value. As a result, high
precìsion pitch estimates were oblained with only
a slight increase in computational complexity.
The sinple and straightforward voicing
discrimination of the SlFT-algorithm was com-
pletely revised. A statistical hypothesis test was
introduced. This âlgorithm uses speech level.
spectral tilt. the nornr¡lizerl ¡renk o[ lhe
auto-correlation function, zero-crossing r¿ìtc. lalc
of pitch change and formant inforrnatìon in order
to form a composite voicing decision. In the
evaluation, the pitch extractor thus designed
outperformed all other methods included in the
tests, in particular as regards voicing errors,

The fìnal result of the pitch extrâction contains
voicing errors with typical error rates in the
interval l-2 Vo, Or, in other words, each sen-
tence typically contains several incorrect voicing
decisions. Manual corrections were made on a
routine basis during the nanual labelling step.
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STATUS

The CTH-Speech Database comprises todây about
2.5 hours of sampled speech data (ca 550.000
l6-msec-frames). Slgnal processlng and sentence
linguistlc/prosodic/textual analysis has been per-
folned for nearly two thirds of this material (ca
320.000 frames = 1.4 hours). Narrow phonetic
transcription has so far been completed for ca
42.000 frames (applox. 1l nrin). Further signal
analysis and linguistic-prosodic-phonetic
transcription is ongoing.
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